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Abstract

The thesis studies history-making in Melbourne’s central civic sphere, from its emergence in the 1880s to its decline in the 1930s. It identifies public history’s major themes and forms, and the relationships between them, based on four main cases of history-making: the articulation of the past and history in Melbourne’s 1888 Centennial International Exhibition; the historical backgrounds, development, unveilings and partial after-lives of Sir Redmond Barry’s statue, unveiled in Swanston Street in 1887, and the Eight Hours’ Day monument, unveiled in Carpentaria Place in 1903; and history-making around Victoria’s 1934-1935 Centenary Celebrations, with special emphasis on the Shrine of Remembrance and a detailed study of Cooks’ Cottage.

The thesis proposes that from the 1880s to World War One, Melbourne’s history-makers developed public histories in a monumental, settler frame, in both form and theme. Along with arguing for an abstract allegiance to imperial classicism, they articulated a chronological, geo-political hierarchy of historical themes, largely consisting of explorers, statesmen and the more amorphous, ambiguous theme of pioneers. The public experience and legacy of World War One, however, saw local communities reassert local, mass contribution to the nation-building project, in a language of mourning and reflection. After the War, metropolitan history-makers also began to moderate their monumental project, devolving their history-making efforts politically, geographically and institutionally.

The 1930s Depression upset the notion of progress upon which monumental history depended, but the timing of Victoria’s Centenary Celebrations demanded the resurrection of the central civic sphere for history-making. While Melbourne’s history-makers distanced history, they allowed some attenuated incursions by groups who had hitherto been disenfranchised, and they articulated history in more playful, popular and materialist forms, removing history’s gravitas
in the present. The Shrine and Cooks' Cottage, the Centenary's two accidental but most enduring projects, entailed major shifts in theme and form, and, coupled with the Centenary's other history-making endeavours, reflected the shift in public history's language from settler to modern.
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